Noora Hannula
Class description
When not busy with her own projects Noora Hannula gives workshops in various dance
establishments nationally and internationally, and is a regular guest teacher at danish
theater and physical theater educations, such as DDSKS Odense, Akademiet and
Skuespillerskolen Ophelia. She teaches and gives workshops in contact improvisation/
partner work, in "The Art of Pretending" and in her own style called The Running Beast.
In short The Running Beast is a style that oﬀers technical tools and exercises that help in
the search of expanding personal movement capacity. Her classes vary from mainly
technical to research based work and are always related to her current artistic interests
and ways of working.
Noora has a strong gymnastics background at the level of World Championships, which
echoes in her style as ease of acrobatics, definition of movements and strength in partner
work.
During this 5 time encounter the focus of the classes will be: enjoying spending energy
and Nooras' favorite technical tools/exercises in floor work and partnering.
More about Noora: www.noorahannula.com / www.thenordicbeasts.com
More about when/where Noora will teach: https://www.noorahannula.com/teaching
Trailer of her latest project: https://www.noorahannula.com/noora-vs-soma
For the class: Knee pads, long pants and long sleeved shirt recommended.
Noora Hannula / FI 1988
Is a Finnish choreographer and dancer who works in and around Denmark. She has
choreographed her own work since 2011 and started her carrier by winning prizes for
best choreography in 2012 with her solo work: White noise in Belgium and in 2013 with
the duet Buy My City in Amsterdam. Nooras' piece Utmaningar (2015) got selected to the
program of the International tanzmesse 2016, in Dusseldorf and in Autumn 2018 her latest
piece titled Noora Hannula vs Soma the Augmented-Reality Girl - THE ULTIMATE BATTLE
(2018) was presented at Ars Electronica, international science, arts and technology
Festival, in Austria.
When not busy with her own projects Noora dances among others for Mute Comp.
Physical Theater and Uppercut dance theater, gives workshops in various dance
establishments nationally and internationally, and is a regular guest teacher at danish
theater and physical theater educations.
She has her BA in modern dance theater from Amsterdam School of The Arts.

